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The book is now finished and available in a number of formats (thanks to many good readers who don't have the time to make them). There are undoubtedly still typos and incorrect translations, so keep commenting (or email space cadet-nine.org) when you find them and I will continue to edit the PDF a couple of times a year. Please don't download these files elsewhere for
download. This is in case I've ever been told that I am infringing copyright or whatever and I have to take down files or the entire site. Here are quick frequently asked questions from the questions I've seen in the comments. 1. Can I translate the story into X? Yes of course! If you want to send me a link, I can add it to the list of other translations on the site. Sending me an email
(space cadet-nine.org) is quicker than leaving a comment. 2. What will you work on next / Will you translate the X novel? I am not currently looking to translate any other novels, but I do know about Shin Sekay zero-en. It should be completed at the end of 2018 and if someone downloads the scan I am open to translating it. 3. Can I post files on another site? There is always a
chance that I was told to withdraw the translation due to rights violations or something, so I would like to have control over where the files are (also it is easier to make sure that people always get the latest version). Please don't upload files to any other sharing site. 4. Can I donate? I am very flattered by all the offers I have received, but I never expected to receive any form of
payment for it. If you want to donate money to a good cause :) This is a list of reputable organizations. As always, thanks for reading! If you have any pressing questions, you'll get a quicker answer by emailing me (space and cadet-nine.org) since I don't check here regularly. Available downloads from the new world of PDF updated November 3, 2018 updated July 18, 2018
Updated Oct 19, 2017 Updated 5 Aug 2017 Updated Dec 11, 2016 Updated April 28, 2016 uploaded April 26, 2016 From New World epub This is a complete novel using the July 18 PDF version from the new world mobi, epub Featuring opticusdelion! This is a complete novel using the October 19 version of THE PDF Extra thanks to Chris, Ian, dwanex and RW for older versions
of e-books Also, here's a raw scan of the novel. There's no content for the last episode of 25 as such - novel1 ends exactly where the anime does, with Saki putting the Squealer out of his misery, and ending with the mention of a sign at the academy that reads 「想像⼒こそが、すべてを変える」 (Imagination can change everything). Thus, there is no content on which to base the
continuation. However, it's not quite the case that the anime covers all the material in the novel - synchronizing in about 950 pages dense novel contained a lot of bits and parts that don't do In the anime. Some are probably due to restrictions on the kinds of content that can be shown on TV - for example, somewhere around what will be episode 8, Saki witnesses Satoru and Shun
sex, and this is described in the novel in great detail (though not in an obscene way). Most omissions, however, were probably only due to restrictions on the amount of time available for anime - Shinsekai Yori is an incredibly detailed rich story, and translating all that detail into the screen will require much more than just 25 episodes of anime. Remember how we got an almost
complete episode of infodump from the false minoshiro in episode 4? This is a television-cut version of this scene. In the novel, the false minoshiro speaks about twice as much time. 1 Note that Shinsekai Yori is an actual novel, not an easy novel. 2 In a one-volume edition, anyway. Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! From the new WorldCover in 2009
reissue新世界より (Shin Sekai Yori)GenreDark fantasy 1Dystopian 2 Thriller 3 RomanConoSauYusuke KishiPublished by KodanshaImKodansha RomansKodansha BunkoDemoOgraphicTeenage, Young AdultPublished23 January 20087 August 2009 (Kodansha Novels) Tomianovar 14, 2011 (Kodansha Bunko) MangaSigned by Yasuke Kishi Illustrated by Taru
OikawaPublishedK'dshaEnglish PublisherNA Vertical IncImprintKodansha ComicsMagazineBessatsu Sonenein MagazineDemographicSh'nenOriginal run May 9, 2012 - June 9, 2014Volumes7 (List of volumes) Anime seriesDirector Masashi IshihamaProduceive Tomonori OchikoshiOsamu HosokawaTetsuya KinoshitaAtsushi KajiJunpei KawakamiThe recorded Masashi
SogoMusik Shigo Shigo KomoriStudioA-1 PicturesLicion AUS Hanabonea Sentay FilmworksUK MVM FilmsOriginal Network , TV Asahi, ABCEnglish networkAnime NetworkOriginal run October 3, 2012 - March 27, 2013Episodes25 (List of episodes) Anime and manga portal from the New World (Japanese: 新世界より, Hepburn: Shin Sekei Yori) is a Japanese novel by Yusuke
Kisi, originally published in 2008 by Kodansha. He received the 29th Nihon SF Taisho Award. The story was published between May 2012 and June 2014, and an adaptation of the A-1 Pictures anime series, which aired in Japan between October 2012 and March 2013. The manga was licensed by Vertical (the very imprint of Kodansha USA) and the anime Sentai Filmworks in
North America. It is named after Antonin Dvorak's Symphony No. 9 From the New World, whose Movement II appears in history several times. The installation of the site in 2013 AD, 1000 years after the modern era, 0.3% of the population developed a psychic abilities called Canto. Shortly after these forces are manifested, many begin to use Canto for violence crime, and the
conscious and unconscious use of these powers have altered wildlife and the environment. This led to the disintegration of modern society and the world war, which devastated the population and led to the fall of modern society. Repressive and feudal regimes followed, but they too dissolved into chaos due to the violence of psychic people. After all, psychic endowed people have
created a stable society by controlling their powers through genetic modification and social conditions. They have made themselves incapable of violence against others by implementing an inhibition attack and creating a death feedback that would be activated if a mental person kills another, causing the killer's organs to close and die almost instantly. The villages also used
genetically engineered animals for a variety of purposes. The mole-like queers are like humanity, able to speak human language and live in a complex eusocial society ruled by queens. Cat impurines are used to kill children, risking the development of one of two dangerous disorders: the Karmic Demons (業魔, Gema), who are unable to control their powers, and Fiends (悪⿁,
Akki), which can suppress the inhibition of attack and death feedback and use their special powers against humans. Part I Shin Sekai Yuori tells the story of Saki Watanabe, a girl from the city of Kaamisu 66. In this era, all people have powerful psychic abilities and live an idyllic life in agricultural villages. Despite her parents' fears that she might not awaken her strength, Saki
gains her special strength at the age of twelve and joins her friends- Sator Asakhina, Maria Akizuki, Mamoru Itu, Shun Aonuma and Reiko Amano - at the Academy of Wise Men, a special school for psychics. However, children are unaware that the rural government monitors and evaluates students through the education system. Based on these grades, some students are
removed from society for reasons such as poor performance (e.g. with Reiko) or for deception. Memories of remote students are erased from the community; Saki and her remaining friends don't think reiko and the other students. During an uncontrolled tour of the campsite, Saki and her friends captured The False Minoshiro, a mythical animal that turned out to be an ancient
library robot. False Minoshiro explains the cruel truth about how the present era has come and what their special powers really are. During the interrogation of the False Minoshiro Saki and her friends are at the monk Regina. He destroys the False Minoshiro and seemingly seals the special powers of the children to communicate with the demon. On the way back to be judged in
the village, Rijin is killed by a rogue tribe of Kvirat while Saki and Satoru are separated from their friends. They are captured by the Rogue colony of Kvirat. objects found during their trip, Saki and and can avoid their prison. During the escape, they meet the Kvirat, Wieser, from the colony rogue Fly, who saves them from the pursuers. Saki and Satoru help Skiler and his colony
defeat the rogue Kvirats, later assisted by General Kirumaru and his colony, the Giant Shersheng Colony, a colony with a particularly close relationship with humans. After regrouping with his friends with the help of Squealer and General Kirumaru, Saki regains his strength using the same hypnotic methods that the village uses to control children before returning to the village,
believing that adults are unaware of their transgressions. Part II Two years later, when Saki and her friends reach adolescence and develop a relationship, Shun begins to distance himself from others and eventually goes missing. Saki finds Shun in an abandoned house and learns that he has become a Karmic Demon and has been sent to die in isolation. After Shun holds himself
up for the duration of their meeting, he tells Saki to go, telling her that the adults know about their transgressions two years ago before using their powers to tell their lives. Soon after, unlike Reiko, Saki and her remaining friends begin to realize Shun's absence, despite not being able to fully remember him. Over time, Saki learns that the survival of himself and his friends was
organized by the Board of Education and the head of the Ethics Committee, Tomiko Asakina, who sees Saki as a potential successor. Mamoru and Maria later escaped after the Board of Education tried to clear Mamoru. Squealer, renamed by people as Yakomaru as a reward for its usefulness, helps them by staging their deaths. However, having found the rogue queen,
lobotomized and the fact that Yakomaru has acquired a false mother-shiro, Saki begins to dream of a faceless child who tells her not to find Mamoru and Maria, as they must die. Part III Now 26 years old, Saki works for the rural government in the Department of Mutant Management, which oversees the queer. The colony of Yakovaru slowly ascends to power, conquering other
colonies and destroying the colony of the Giant Hornet, eventually attacking The Cuis 66 with what is considered a monster, which the queer is called their Messiah. Later it turned out that it was the biological child of Mamoru and Maria, whom Yakomarou raised after the murder of his parents. After evading Fiend and learning that Jakomar intended to steal more human babies to
create an army to destroy the human race, Saki and Satoru joined Kirumaru, who leads them to the ruins of Tokyo to find the Psychobuster; anthrax as an anti-mental weapon. When The Forces of Jakomar surrounded them, Satoru tries to kill the Messiah with the help of a Psychobaster, but Saki destroys the weapon because his use in such proximity would also kill Satora. Saki
realizes that the Messiah doesn't really but really the case regular psychics like themselves, with one key difference: The Messiah regards the queer as his relative, which is what allows him to bypass Death Feedback when attacking other people. With seemingly no options left, Saki and Sator plead with Kirumara for help. Recognizing his contempt for the people and their
treatment of him, Kirumar agrees to help, but asks that his colony be spared from the retribution of the people as soon as the uprising is over. He disguises as a human being and attacks the Messiah. The Messiah kills Kirumara, but realizing that Kirumaru is a species of Kvirat dies because of feedback from death. With the Messiah dead, and his rebellion crushed Squealer was
defeated. Rejecting the name given to him by the people, Skiler is sentenced to indefinite torture of Infinite Hell, where his body is simultaneously restored and destroyed by psychic forces. However, Saki is concerned when Skiler explains the reasons for his rebellion, claiming that his people are human. Later, Saki learns from Satoru that queerates are the descendants of normal
humans whose DNA has been altered with the genes of mole rats to make it easier for psychic people to control them, since they will not cause attacks inhibition and death feedback. Now, sparing Skiler, Saki secretly brings him out of suffering. In an epilogue ten years later, Saki married Satora and they are expecting their first child. Both are confident that the world will be a
better place by the time their child grows up. The main characters Saki Watanabe (渡辺 早季, Watanabe Saki) Voiced by Rei Taneda (12, 14 and 26 years), Aya Endo (narrator, 36 years) (Japanese); Emily Neves (English) Originally, Saki 12 years old, has short brown hair and argues a lot with Satoru, having been in love with Shun. Two years later, her hair is now shoulderlength, she becomes a friend of Mary. Despite this, her feelings for Shun remain strong. After several incidents occur, she seeks to know the true secrets of the city. Tomiko also shows that she has a strong mental stability, able to overcome setbacks. After a second timeskip, she is 26 and currently works in the Department of Mutant Management, Investigation and Regulation of
the Colonies of Kvirat. In the epilogue, she marries Satora and succeeds Tomiko as head of the ethics committee. Pregnant, Saki writes her experience down to let future generations be read in the hope that the world is getting better. Satoru Asahina (朝⽐奈 覚, Asakhina Satoru) Voiced: Kanako Tojo (12 years), Yaki Kaji (14, 26 and 36 years) (Japanese); Greg Ayres (English)
Satoru is an energetic and mischievous boy who likes to argue with Saki. He is also observant, intelligent and skilled in using his telekinesis. After the skip, Satoru becomes Shune's boyfriend, but he begins dating another boy shortly after their breakup. In a second he becomes Saki's partner and closest friend. He is a skilled at creating reflections, in the form of creating mirrors
out of thin air - a skill that proves incredibly useful. After the battle with the Kwirats, Satoru also discovers the disturbing truth about the origins of the Kviratov and years later becomes Saki's husband. Shun Aonuma (⻘沼 瞬, Aonuma Shun) Voiced by: Mai Todo (12 years), Ayumu Murase (14 years) (Japanese); Clint Bickham (English) Shun is the smartest and most composed of
a group of friends and is able to think about his way out of any situation. He is also very knowledgeable. Shun is also implied as the most talented telekinetic of his generation. After the timeskip, he becomes A boyfriend to Satoru, but later breaks up with him. Eventually he loses control of his telekinesis, turning him into a Karmic Demon (業魔, Gem). It also emerged that Shun had
loved Saki since childhood, but he decided to avoid her because of his growing uncontrollable power. Towards the end, he seems to have shown a part of himself in Saki's mind, giving her important tips to change her mind in the last few episodes. Maria Akizuki (秋⽉ 真理亜, Akizuki Maria) Voiced: Kana Hanazawa (Japan); Monica Rial (English) Maria has long red hair and is
considered the most popular girl in her class. After the skip, she develops feelings for Saki and becomes her friend, although later she forms a debt couple with Mamoru. It is particularly skillful in the movement of matter (e.g. levitation). After Mamoru escapes, she leaves the others to join him. It turned out that she was pregnant with Mamoru's child and was detained by the Rogue
Fly colony before she was killed at the birth of the child. Mamoru Ito (伊東 守, Ito Mamoru) Voiced by: Haruka Kudo (12 years), Motoki Takagi (14 years) (Japanese); Blake Shepard (English) Mamoru is the most timid and least talented of the group. After the skip, he grows to fall in love with Maria and eventually partners with her as a couple on duty. Learning about the plans of the
Board of Education to get rid of him, he leaves the village and hides in the mountains. Mary promises him that they will never be apart again, subsequently join him and leave the others behind. After the second pass, with Tomic confirming this, Mamoru was killed by a rogue Fly Kvirats and had a child with Maria that Squealer raised to be the Messiah's quirats. The People of
Tomiko Asahin (朝⽐奈 富⼦, Asahin Tomiko) Voiced: Yoshiko Sakakibara (Japanese); Grandmother Allison Samrall (English) Satoru, as well as the head of the ethics committee. She intends Saki to change her position, as she has strong mental stability, as well as the qualities of a leader. Because of this, she asked the Board of Education not to dispose of Saki and her friends,
despite knowing True story. It also showed that they have a responsibility to erase their bad memories of the past in order to protect the minds of citizens. With the possibility of regenerating telomelettes in her cells, Tomiko managed to prolong her life after living more than 250 years. She has also had a close encounter with Fiend (悪⿁, Akki) in the past. Shisei Kaburagi (鏑⽊ 肆
星, Kaburagi Shisei) Voiced: Takanori Hoshino (Japanese); David Matranga (English) Security Council Adviser, as well as the strongest telekinetic village. He wears a hooded mask and has double irises in each eye that can detect and dissipate attacks from all sides. He also shows calm and confidence in retribution against the attack on the village, but remains powerless against
the Monsters. Hiromi Torigai (⿃飼 宏美, Torigai Hiromi) Voiced by: Yuri Amano (Japanese); Lucy Christian (English) Chairman of the Board of Education. She is the most anxious and cautious of the council. She dies during an attack on the city during the Summer Festival. Masayo Komatsuzaki (⼩松崎 昌代, Komatsuzaki Masayo) Voiced by Kaori Yamagata (Japanese); Nancy
Novotny (English) Vice-President of the Board of Education. Kufuu Hino (⽇野 光⾵, Hino Koefe) Voiced by: Kiso Tanyama (Japanese); Rob Mangle (English) Representative of the Council for Professions. He was killed in a furtive attack during an attack on the city during the Summer Festival. Mizuho Watanabe (渡辺 瑞穂, Watanabe Mizuho) Voiced by Miki Ito (Japanese); Carly
Mosier is Saki's mother as well as the head of the library. She assigned Saki a mission to find the last weapon of mass destruction , Psychobuster to eliminate the Monster. Takashi Sugiura (杉浦 敬, Sugiura Takashi) Voiced by: Hiroki Tuchi (Japanese); David Wald's father (English) Saki. Inuit (乾, Inuit) Voiced: Kosuke Toriumi (Japanese); Andrew Love is a wildlife conservation
officer. He was tasked with destroying the colony rogue Fly and its allies, but his mission failed. He was rescued by Kirumara and later accompanied Saki's group to Tokyo for her mission. Mushin (無瞋, Mushin) Voiced: Tamio Oki (Japanese); Carl Masterson (English) Old, heavily bearded chief priest of the Temple of Purification. He performs a ritual for children entering
adulthood. Rijin (離塵, Regina) Voiced by Tomokazu Sugita (Japanese); Leraldo Anzaldua is the high priest of the Temple of Purification, who seals children's telekinesis for breaking the rules and accompanies them to be tried. He was killed by an air dog (⾵船⽝, Fusen Inu). Reiko Amano (天野 麗⼦, Amano Reiko) Voiced by: Yui Horie (Japanese); Brittney Karbowski is the sixth
member of Saki's group at the beginning of the story. Because of her poor academic performance in the classroom, she was the first pupil killed by an unclean cat. The querates of the queer (Monster Rats) (バケネズミ, Bakenezie) are humanoid mole mutants who live in colonies and seem obedient to humans to the point of calling them gods. However, during the attack on the
people of Squealer, it turned out that the queer people despise people for the way they are treated. Saki eventually learns to his horror that the queerats are actually descendants of normal people who have been genetically modified with the DNA of the molerate to allow people with special powers to subjugate those who do not suffer a death of shame against whom they would
otherwise be defenseless. Skiler (jクィ, Sukwara) / Yakomaru (野狐丸, Yakomaru) Voiced by: Daisuke Namikawa (Japanese); John Kaiser (English) Starting as a low member of the Colony rogue Fly, who once offered the help of Saki and Satoru, The Squealer eventually achieves knowledge and gains political influence to become supreme commander of the Colony of Rogue Fly,
earning the name Yakomaru at the exhibition of the Machiavellian nature. Although the colony was initially weak and small, the Rogue Fly colony grew to rival the Giant Hornets after the second half. At first he seemed to be faithful to the people, but secretly learned the truth about the origin of his kind, after which he planned to destroy the human population and free all the quirats.
The opportunity came when he escaped Maria and Mamoru killed to get their newborn baby to raise as one of his own and as the Messiah of the Kvirats. Skiler's plan was thwarted by Saki, and he was later sentenced to Infinite Hell, consumed by his own nervous system and excruciating pain. However, after learning the truth about the Kwirats, Saki secretly gives Skiler a merciful
death. Kirumaru (奇狼丸, Kiramaru) Voiced by: Hiroaki Hirata (Japanese); David Wald (English) Supreme Commander of the Colony of Giant Hornet, he risked his own life to allow Saki and Sator to return to their friends instead of executing them. Much later, the colony of Kirumaru was destroyed by the Colony of Rogue Fly with the help of their Messiah and he ended up in the
Temple of Purification. After Saki's release, Kirumaru leads her and her group to the ruins of Tokyo to get Psycho Buster to thwart Skiler's plans. After the plan with Psycho Buster fails, revealing his contempt for people, Kirumaru asks Saki to rid his colony of people's retribution when he sacrifices himself to defeat the Messiah. Squnk (jクォク, Sukwonku) Voiced by: Kanehira
Yamamoto (Japanese); John Swazi (English) Member of the Colony of Goat Butterflies. Saki saved him from drowning when he fell into the river. Two years later, he extinguished his favor by rescuing Mamoru after he fell off a cliff. He gives Saki a letter from Maria. Media novel Novel from the New World was written Japanese writer Yusuke Kishi and reported by Kodansha. Its
original edition was January 23, 2008, in two volumes. It is believed that the author remained silent for three years before the publication of the novel. On August 7, 2009, he was cast as a single volume by the Romanov Kodanshi and again on January 14, 2011, as three volumes under the imprint of Kodansha Bunko. Manga Manga Adaptation of the novel, drawn by Toru Oykava,
was published in Kodanshi's Bessatsu Soenen. The first chapter was published in the June 2012 issue on May 9, 2012, and the last in the July 2014 issue was June 9, 2014. The series was assembled in seven volumes of tanks under the imprint of Kodansha Comics, released between October 9, 2012 and August 8, 2014. In 2013, the series was licensed in English by Vertical
Inc, which released it between November 12, 2013 and January 20, 2015. No.Японский дата релизаЯпонский ISBNАнглийский дата релизаАнглийский ISBN 1 Октября 9, 2012 978-4-06-384745-11 ноября, 2013-18-978-1-939130-13-6 2 Октября 9, 2012-978-4-06-384778-921 января, 2014 г.21-978-1-939130-14-3 3 9 мая 2013 г.22-978-4-06-384840-3Марч 4, 2014 г.23978-1-939130-29-7 4 9 сентября 2013 г.24-978-4-06-394924-713 мая 2014 г.25-978-1-9 39130-30-3 5 декабря 2013 г., 26-978-4-06-394957-5июл 29 июля 2014 г.27-978-1-939130-98-3 6 апреля 9 , 2014 г.28-978-4-06-395019-9Септембер 9, 2014 г.29-978-1-941220-35-1 7 августа 2014 г.16-978-4-06-395142-42 января 20 , 2015-19-978-1-941220-53-5 Anime Novel was
adapted into the anime series A-1 Pictures, which aired on TV Asahi from October 2012 to March 2013. The anime has no opening theme, but has two themes. Reisa Taneda 雪に咲く花's Wareta Ringo (割れたリゴ, illuminated. It was licensed by Sentai Filmworks in North America. Sentai Filmworks later released the English dub version on DVD and Blu-ray on April 15. 2014.34
Hanabee Entertainment later licensed the series on February 23, 2014 with Campione! and Familiar zero. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, Title Original Air Date 1Season of New LeafTranscryption: Wakaba no Kiziceu (Japanese: 若葉季節) October 3, 2012 (2012-10-03) In 2011, people begin to show psychokinetic forces, leaving a trail of death and destruction in their path. 1000 years
later, Saki Watanabe finally has her own power Cantus woke up, and after the ritual of passing, she leaves the school of Harmony and joins her friends, whose powers appeared earlier in the Academy of the sage. However, one of them, Reiko Amano, appeared to have weaker control over her powers than her peers, and soon after she mysteriously 2Acculation: Kieyuku Kora
(Japanese: 消えゆく⼦ら) October 10, 2012 (2012-10-10) Saki and her friends in group 1 take part in a game tournament where each group must control the small clay dolls pushing a big ball with their Cantus strength. Her team defeats several opponents before the final match, when Manabu Katayama of the opposing team breaks the rules in violation of the Code of Virtue,
ending the match in a draw. Later in the day, the children find Kvirat in trouble and Saki decides to rescue him using his Cantus powers without permission. After the tournament, Manabu Katayama's name was removed from the list of students, and he was never seen again. 3Loy MinoshiroTranscryption: Minoshiro Modochi (Japanese: ミノシロモドキ)October 17, 2012 (2012-1017) Five members of Group 1 went to summer camp and they begin to tell terrible stories. Satoru talks about balloons, creatures that can make themselves explode, although other children doubt their existence, rationalizing that no one would exist if they all exploded. Children remember the legend of a strange creature known as the False Minoshiro that brings death to all in its
path. Delving further than they should, they to find the multicolored Minoshiro and Saki manages to capture it. Much to their surprise, he can communicate with them, and it shows that it is a repository of information. 4Blood HistoryTranscryption: Chinurareta Rekishi (Japanese: ⾎塗られた歴史)October 24, 2012 (2012-10-24) Under threat of dismemberment, Minoshiro gives
children temporary access to data. It reveals the truth about the tragic history of the world since the emergence of the psychokinetic forces of mankind 1000 years ago, in which children find it hard to believe. Just as false Minoshiro explains the origin of his society, a monk named Rigin kills the creature, calling him a mountain demon. They see a vision of a woman holding a child
when he dies. Rijin seals their Cantus and takes them away to be judged for their actions. Because of the murder of the False Minoshiro, the monk experiences a phenomenon called death feedback, which hinders his ability to think correctly. On the way back they are attacked by groups of quirats killed by a monk. From the pile of corpses comes a dog-balloon and jumps to them.
5Thday hot nightTranscryption: Tobe no Nettaya (Japanese: 逃亡熱帯夜) October 31, 2012 (2012-10-31) Balloon Dog explodes, killing the monk and himself. Defenseless without their forces Cantus against the Kvirats, the children run, but Saki and her friend Satoru captured by the Kwirats. After escaping from prison, the couple are rescued by a Squealer, a Kwirat from the
Colony of Rogue Fly, who takes them in front of his queen and asks them for help against invading rivals (Feral) Spider colony queerates that originally captured them. Saki and Satoru do not reveal that their Cantus forces are sealed, and run through the underground tunnels when the invasion begins. 6Transscript: Tohiko (Japanese: 逃避⾏)November 7, 2012 (2012-11-07) Saki
and Satoru appear to be trapped in tunnels with no chance of escape. Saki makes out of this that Rigin hypnotized students by forgetting their mantras that are needed to summon their Cantus. Since Saki tricked Satora into revealing her mantra as a child, she uses the induction ceremony to read his mantra and restore his Cantus. Instead of fleeing, Satoru decides to fight the
Colony of The Ground Spider and has some success. With the support of Squealer and surviving rogue warriors, the group survives several enemy ambushes. Satoru begins to show signs of fatigue from the excessive partying of his abilities, but despite Saki's protests, he continues until they face a massive army of quirats. 7 Year darknessTranscryption: Natsuyami (Japanese:
夏闇)November 14, 2012 (2012-11-14) Giant Hornet Kvirat Colony led by Kirumaru arrives and destroys terrestrial spiders. Under the pretext of surrender, the leader of the ground spiders unleashes two dog balloons, but Satoru uses his remaining energy to repel the explosion. Satoru suspects that Kirumaru may have intended to kill both him and Saki, and they fled through the
forest, using the label Skiler. Arriving on the river, they reunite with their friends. When they return to the city, they encounter Kirumaru, who amazingly helps them by towing their canoe behind his ship. In a show, Kirumaru asks them to keep his help secret, suggesting that he may have defied orders to kill or capture them. Saki restores Shun's telepathic abilities and helps others
regain their own when they return home. 8OmenTranscryption: Yoch' (Japanese: 予兆)November 21, 2012 (2012-11-21) Two years pass, and children enter adolescence and Saki finds his feelings for Shun unrequited. He begins dating Satoru while Saki begins dating Maria. Soon after, Shun parted with Satoru and begins to distance himself from everyone else. Saki questions
him about it, and he reveals what the adults know about the events of two years ago at the summer camp. He warns her to be careful because soon there will be time for them to be punished for their past transgressions. 9Thiser's windtransscript: Kaze Tachinu (Japanese: ⾵⽴ちぬ)November 28, 2012 (2012-11-28) Shun stops going to school, and his friends in group 1 secretly
begin to look for him. Saki and Satoru went to the village of Shun in Pinewood to find her isolated from the authorities, and Shun's house was destroyed. Later in the night, Saki confronted his parents about what really happened to the village, but they were to tell her, her, Really. Soon after, Saki visited Maria, who shows her that she and Mamoru learned that several unclean cats
(不浄猫, fouja neko) that are used to eliminate troubled children are supported at school, and the two were released to hunt down Shun. Saki runs to warn him and meets one of the unclean cats. 10More than darknessTranscryption: Yami Yori Mo (Japanese: 闇よりも)December 5, 2012 (2012-12-05) Protected charm from Shun, Saki manages to defeat the unclean cat before
finding it. Shun explains that his entire village was destroyed because his forces were out of control. It also learns from it that the dramatic change in the fauna and flora of the world seen in the last 1000 years has been due to the residual Cantus, which stems from people who are not under complete control. The hideaway where he kept strangely deformed and his pet bulldog
Subaru mutated in a monstrous form leaking his Cantus, which causes him to become a Karmic demon. The second unclean cat comes to kill Shun, and Subaru is killed, protecting him. Shun kills the cat, but when he is killed by his own uncontrollable force, he shows Saki that he has always loved her. 11Dal Thunder WinterTranscryption: Fuyu no Enrai (Japanese: 冬遠雷)
December 12, 2012 (2012-12-12) As part of their training, each student is paired with a partner of the opposite sex for further study. Saki Ryo's classmate is interested in partnering with her, but as Saki realizes that he is not who he is, she turns him down and instead mates with Satoru. Saki and her friends realize that their memories have been altered, so they accept Ryou as a
member of a childhood group rather than Shun, a person whom they cannot remember. Saki finds a mirror in an old box, which when polished reveals the name of her older sister Yoshimi, which the children withdraw was eliminated because she poorly controls her powers. Mamoru begins to panic, so Saki, Satoru and Maria decide to continue the investigation without him. Soon
they were summoned to an audience with the head of the ethics committee, who turned out to be the grandmother of Satoru Tomiko, which even Satoru did not know. 12Sweth linkTranscryption: Yowai Kan (Japanese: 弱い環)December 19, 2012 (2012-12-19) Tomiko reveals Saki the truth behind the Fiends and Karmic demons, including their reasons for the harsh means they
have developed to prevent their appearance. She was also the one who intervened and spared Saki and her friends by the Board of Education after the incident with False Minoshiro. Tomic tells Saki that she is considered the most appropriate to be her successor. Some time later, Mamoru mysteriously runs away from home, and Saki, Maria, and Satoru take a break from training
to find him. 13Reconnecttranscryption: Saikai (Japanese: Saki and others follow in the footsteps of Mamoru through the snow-capped mountains until they find him in hiding. They meet Squanka, the Kvirat, who saved Mamoru and whom Saki saved from drowning many years ago. Mamoru shows them that he left the village in fear because, first, he suspected that he was being
followed by an unclean cat, and secondly, signs that the Board of Education intended to get rid of him. 14 SnowTransscript: Sekka (Japanese: 雪華)January 8, 2013 (2013-01-08) Saki and Satoru leave Maria behind with Mamoru in the care of the Kwiratov and return to the village. Saki is grilled by the Board of Education but released after Tomic again intervenes on her behalf.
Tomiko says that the members of the group 1 were selected for special treatment from childhood. They have been spared most of the hypnotic conditioning and memory changes that are commonly used to instill obedience and obedience. Tomiko predicts that the Board will rule on the destruction of Mamora and Maria, but says she can postpone it for three days. Saki and Satoru
leave to try to return the others before that date, but cannot find refuge again. 15AfterimageTransscript: zanze (Japanese: 残像)January 16, 2013 (2013-01-16) While Saki and Satoru are looking for Maria and Mamoru, they find themselves in the colony of Fly Rogue, where they reunite with The Figurer, who took the name Yakruoma. They recognize from Yakomaru that the rogue
fly society has been largely advanced since their last meeting, and is now part of a strong confederation of colonies. However, they are shocked to find that the queen has been restrained and lobotomized because she has been a threat to their developing society, and is kept alive only for reproduction. Satoru suspects that the colony Rogue Fly captured the false Minoshiro and
gained access to his knowledge. Iakomaru takes the couple to meet Squank in the nest of the colony of Goat Butterfly Kvirat to ask him about the whereabouts of their missing friends, but the yakomaru seems to have military intentions. There is a skirmish between the two colonies until Satoru uses his power to stop them. Saki is finally reunited with Scoonk, who gives her a letter
from Maria saying she left with Mamoru. 16K my beloved SakiTranskryp: Aisuru Saki e (Japanese: 愛する早季へ)January 23, 2013 (2013-01-23) Saki reads a heartfelt farewell letter to Mary, condemning the village philosophy of killing potentially antisocial children and asking her to come back and tell the villagers that she and Mamoru are dead. However, they ignored Maria's
request, and with only one day left, decided to continue their search for Mary and Mamoru. As hope dwindles, Saki begins to experience the strange and disturbing nightmares of a faceless boy who tells her not to help her friends escape, and that Mary must die. 17Shagi Hametsu no Ashioto (Japanese: 破滅⾜⾳)January 30, 2013 (2013-01-30) A few years later, Saki, now 26
years old, works in the Department of Exospecialism Management. She visited Satoru at work, bringing news of an unprovoked attack among the Kvirats, whose colonies are now divided into two large alliances. The leaders of the warring alliances, Kirumaru, representing the Giant Hornets (Spider Wasp) and Yakomar, representing Rogue Flies (Goat Moths), have been called in
for questioning about the incident. The two leaders exchanged accusations, but no conclusions were reached, and after a while the conflict between the two sides escalated into a sanctioned war. In the first battle, a giant hornet army Kirumar defeats their opponents, who for some reason do not include members of the main enemy colony of Rogues led by Yakinaru. A short time
later, Saki visited Satora again, telling her that the Giant Hornets had been destroyed. 18Al flowerTransscript: Akai Khan (Japanese: 紅い花) February 6, 2013 (2013-02-06) An investigation is underway into the unexpected demise of giant hornets, but it finds no conclusive evidence. Shisey Kaburagi, a security adviser, suspects that a man with telekinesis credentials such as
Maria and Mamoru is behind the attack, but Tomiko denies this, saying that DNA analysis confirmed that the bones delivered to Yakomar were from Maria and Mamoru. The council unanimously decides to destroy the rogue fly colony, but on the night of the summer festival, the army of the quirats stage a surprise attack on the village. Satoru and Saki are in turmoil, but Kaburagi
saves the village, using his great telekinetic forces to drive away the enemy. With many victims and villages in dire state, Tomiko swears Yakomar will suffer a slow and painful death for his treason. 19 DarknessTranscryption: Kurayami (Japanese: 暗闇) February 13, 2013 (2013-02-13) After an attack by furtive Kwiratov, Saki and Satoru join three others (Okano, Kuramochi and
Satoru) to form a new group of five to visit the hospital and check on one of their wounded friends. When they arrive, they find the hospital damaged. They clear the place of armed Kvirats and rescue several survivors, but the party is attacked by unknown people who kill everyone in their path with irresistible force. Fearing that the enemy in question might be a monster, other party
members decide to sacrifice themselves to allow Saki and Sator to escape and warn others. However, when their boat sails down the river, the duo realize that they are followed by the enemy. 20 Cool SunlightTranscry: Tsumetai Hidamari (Japanese: 冷たい⽇だまり) February 20, 2013 (2013-02-20) Saki and Satoru create sabotage and manage to escape in their boat The villain
burns him. They continue to the village to warn the townspeople, but meet a mutant fish that blows itself up in a suicide attack. Saki is blown away by the explosion and separated from Satoru. While in the air, she has memories of her breakup with Shun, but still can't remember his name or face. When she lands, she is attacked by a boy who mistakes her for quirat. Together they
continue into the village, which is currently in ruins with many dead or injured and canals of drained water to prevent attacks by mutant fish. Saki finds Tomiko wounded in the Academy of Wise Men, but Tomiko refuses to believe that the villain is free. She tells Saki to find the Security Council and warn others, and formally asks Saki to take charge of the ethics committee and tell
everyone to flee. Saki reluctantly leaves the hospital, leaving Tomic behind. 21 The world that is destroying the worldTranscryption: Gyoka (Japanese: 劫⽕)February 27, 2013 (2013-02-27) Kaburagi declares war on the Kvirat, promising to destroy them from Japan. But Fiend approaches, killing many people and Saki is appalled by his resemblance to Maria. Although Kaburagi
manages to escape Find's first attack, the villain kills him. Saki, Satoru, and Niimi escape through the tunnel and run into the wounded Kvirat, who tells them that the race of the Kvirat will now be the new ruler, and that their Messiah, the villain, has been sent from heaven to save them. Niimis leaves them to warn others at the Town Hall, and he sends Saki and Satora to the
Temple of Purity. They arrive and learn that Saki's parents have left to free the remaining Unclean Cats on the Monster. They also meet inuy, who tells them about his group's failed mission to get rid of the Colony Rogue Fly and his first encounter with the fiend and the death of his group. When he returned to the hospital, he found that all the human babies had been stolen. Saki
realizes that Yakomaru killed Maria and Mamoru, took their child, and then raised him to become a monster. He plans to do the same with the stolen babies, creating an army of villains that wipe people off the face of the Earth and lead to the empire of the quarat. 22TokioTranscryption: Tokyo (Japanese: 東京)March 6, 2013 (2013-03-06) Inui tells Saki that it was Kirumaru who
saved him after he collapsed, but he was later captured. Saki receives a package and a letter from his mother, in which a detailed location in Tokyo of an ancient weapon called Psychobuster, designed by normal people to kill psychics. Saki and Satoru visit the prisoner Kirumaru, who offers their help in finding the location of the weapon. The trio travel with Inuit underwater device
to search for The Psychobuster and eventually reach the ruins of the Tokyo desert. However, they are discovered and soon after arriving in dangerous they learn that Yakomaru, along with his army and the Devil, followed them. 23Forment BoyTranscryption: Senen no Kao (Japanese: 少年顔)March 13, 2013 (2013-03-13) As the Saki group makes its way through treacherous
tunnels near Tokyo, they stumble across an underground river in caves. They split into two groups: Satoru and Kirumaru to drive away their pursuers, while Saki and Inui follow the submarine to continue their mission across the river. On the way, Shun appears to Saki and assumes that there is no villain. After driving to The Psychobuster, they are attacked by giant ragworms, and
Inuit sacrifices his life so that Saki can continue his mission. After extracting Psychobuster, a small pendant containing liquid, Saki soars to the sun at dawn. As she walks past the dilapidated Tokyo scene, she can finally remember her last conversation with Shun as her lost memories recover, and she sees the image of Shun in front of her. 24Torchlight in the
DarknessTranscryption: Yami ni Moesi Kagaribi wa (Japanese: 闇に燃えし篝⽕は)March 20, 2013 (2013-03-20) Kirumaru finds Saki and leads her back to Sator, who is slightly injured. Kirumaru decides that they must counterattack, so Satoru and Saki wait in the tunnel when Kirumar leaves to lure Isend. Saki believes that the villain does not know that he is a human being, so
she creates a mirror that momentarily confuses Fiend before he screams and attacks them. Satoru throws Psychobuster into The Monster, but Saki burns Psychobuster before he can infect both Fiend and Satoru. Kirumaru appears and quickly distracts Fiend as they escape and hide in the tunnels. Yakomaru offers to negotiate with Saki's group, but Kirumaru realizes that his
motive is to learn their position through their voices. Hiding, Saki ponders Shun's claim that the child cannot be a monster, and she realizes that they can still have a way to defeat the Villain. 25Re the New WorldTranscryption: Shin Sekai Yori (Japanese: 新世界より)March 27, 2013 (2013-03-27) Saki realizes that Fiend is the human child of Maria and Mamoru, who was
conditioned to think that it was Kvirat and Yakomanu. Thus, he will suffer only the death of the feedback from the murder of the quirats, not from the murder of people. Kirumaru then masquerades as a man and confronts the villain who kills him, but Kirumaru then reveals his identity as a queerrat and the death of the feedback kills Fiend. With the suppression of the rebellion,
Yakinaru renounces his title and turns to himself again as a Squealer. He is tried and sentenced to Eternal Hell when his body suffers excruciating pain, being regenerated indefinitely. Satoru later reveals to Saki that he discovered that the queerates were created by pouring mole rat DNA into the ordinary чтобы предотвратить их' угрозы для тех людей, телекинезом. I'm
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